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1 Introduction and background 


1. This report contains a summary of the results of an independent audit by Pricewater-


houseCoopers GmbH at Generali Lebensversicherung AG, a life insurance company of the 


Generali Insurance Group. The scope of the audit was the compliance with the require-


ments of the Audit Standards that were drawn up by the International Commission on 


Holocaust Era Insurance Claims ("ICHEIC") in 1999. 


2. The ICHEIC was founded according to a "Memorandum of Understanding" ("MoU") that 


was concluded on a voluntary basis in August 1998 between a group of European insur-


ance companies, including the Generali Insurance Group, and associations of interested 


parties in the insurance industry, the United States of America, the State of Israel and in-


terested Jewish and holocaust-survivor organizations.  


3. The task of the ICHEIC is, within the meaning of the "MoU", to ensure that "…a just 


process shall be established that will expeditiously address the issue of unpaid insurance 


policies issued to victims of the Holocaust." 


4. The object of the "MoU" is to carry out an "…investigatory process to determine the 


current status of those insurance policies issued to Holocaust victims during the period of 


1920 to 1945 for which claims are filed with the International Commission. To assess the 


remaining unpaid insurance policies of Holocaust victims, a reasonable review will be made 


of the participating companies’ files. … The International Commission or its participating 


companies shall retain one or more internationally recognized auditing firms. … ." 


5. In March 1999, the ICHEIC issued an "Audit Mandate" that lays down five Audit Stan-


dards as terms of reference and guidelines for the execution of the "investigatory process" 


of the insurance companies and their independent auditors. The Audit Standards cover the 


complete "investigatory process" and provide standards for the process, starting from the 


identification of possible predecessor companies that conducted life insurance business in 


the period between 1920 and 1945 inclusively, to the development of a processing meth-


odology to investigate and check out claims received from holocaust victims. 


6. In September 2001, the Generali Insurance Group engaged PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH 


as independent auditors to audit the measures taken for compliance with the requirements 


of the Audit Standards.  
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7. The "Audit Mandate" established a number of important principles for the execution of the 


"investigatory process" by the individual insurance companies, in order to provide a 


framework for the assessment of the "investigatory process". In particular, the "Audit 


Mandate" acknowledges that "...an investigation of this nature requires an appropriate ap-


proach if a full accounting within a reasonable cost and time framework is to be met."  


8. The "Audit Mandate" offers no definition of an "appropriate approach" and "full accounting 


within a reasonable cost and time workframe", so that these requirements need to be in-


terpreted. 


9. The "Audit Mandate" takes into account the need for flexibility in the "investigatory 


process", which should be specific to each insurance company. The "Audit Mandate" also 


recognizes that the work needed to comply with the requirements of the Audit Standards 


will differ between different countries and different insurance companies. "It is recognised 


that individual circumstances will differ widely not only from insurer to insurer but also 


between different countries and perhaps regions within countries". 
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2 Compliance with the requirements of the ICHEIC Audit Stan-
dards by Generali Lebensversicherung AG  


2.1 Responsibility 


10. Generali Lebensversicherung AG – hereinafter referred to as GLI, Generali Germany or 


Company - as a member of the Generali Insurance Group, which is a signatory to the 


ICHEIC MoU, has the responsibility to comply with the requirements of the ICHEIC Audit 


Standards. 


11. As an independent firm of public auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH - hereinafter 


abbreviated to PwC - has the responsibility to audit whether the work carried out by GLI to 


comply with the requirements of the ICHEIC Audit Standards are within the meaning of the 


ICHEIC "Audit Mandate".  


2.2 Requirements of individual Audit Standards 


12. The Audit Standards were laid down by the ICHEIC. The individual Audit Standards are 


headed as follows: 


Standard One: "Identify all Relevant Companies which exist at 31 December 1999" 


Standard Two: " Identify Relevant Archive Sites" 


Standard Three: "Identify and secure Relevant Records" 


Standard Four: "Develop investigations database" 


Standard Five: "Investigate incoming claims". 


13. These headings provide a summarized indication of the material requirements of the 


individual Audit Standards. 


14. In the following text, the principal steps taken by GLI to comply with the ICHEIC Audit 


Standards are summarized. In addition, those audit steps are described that were carried 


out by PwC to determine objectively and independently whether the work of the Company 


complies with the requirements of the ICHEIC Audit Standards. 
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2.3 Statistical methods applied  


15. For statistical sampling, the sequential-probability ratio test (SPR test), which is widely 


used in the auditing profession, was applied uniformly with the following criteria. 


Sample size: 260 units 
Probability level: 95% 


Tolerated error threshold: 0.84% 
Error threshold no longer tolerated: 2.00% 
First acceptance/rejection interval: 0/7. 


16. The acceptance threshold shows the number of errors that may occur with a correspond-


ing sample size, in order to confirm the hypothesis. The rejection threshold shows the 


number of errors that, if they occur, definitely results in the rejection of the hypothesis. 


Where the number of errors lies between the acceptance and rejection thresholds, the 


sample size has to be increased until the number of errors corresponds to the maximum 


acceptable threshold or results in a final rejection. 


17. Data sets with a smaller population were not audited using the SPR test. In these cases, 


the parent population was fully recorded and audited. 
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2.4 Standard ONE 


18. ICHEIC Audit Standard ONE requires the identification of all companies, subsidiaries and 


their predecessor companies that conducted life insurance business between 1920 and 


1945 inclusive. 


2.4.1 Work performed by GLI 


19. In order to facilitate the correct allocation of claims made from the National Socialist 


period, the Company prepared its own corporate family tree. This showed that at the ef-


fective date for the audit of December 31, 1999, one "Relevant Company", Generali Lloyd 


Lebensversicherung AG, still existed. Based on information received, several predecessor 


companies and asset transfers are attributable to this company.  


20. For the preparation of the corporate family tree, the Company assembled, inter alia, an 


internal task force that used internal and external information sources and looked into all 


purchases and sales of companies, transfers of assets and name changes of Generali Lloyd 


up to December 31, 1999, and completed voluntarily an analysis of subsequent name 


changes up to and including March 2004. 


2.4.2 Audit by PwC 


21. PwC checked the statement of GLI to have identified a “Relevant Company" and its 


predecessor companies. For this purpose, PwC carried out its own investigation of the cor-


porate history of GLI with the help of independent sources of information, such as insur-


ance yearbooks, trade register extracts and auditors’ reports. PwC compared the results of 


its own investigations with those of the Company.  


22. Furthermore, PwC reviewed insurance policies and other historical documents from the 


archives of the Company, which were identified in the context of the work performed for 


Standards TWO to FIVE, for references contained therein to other life insurance compa-


nies. The life insurance companies identified were also compared with the results of the 


investigation of the Company. This approach enabled PwC to check whether all life insur-


ance companies had been included in the corporate history and the corporate family tree 


and the information provided is correct. 
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2.4.3 Checking the corporate family tree 


23. We have reproduced a detailed diagram of the corporate family tree, which is presented in 


Appendix I. 


24. Although December 31, 1999 was fixed as the audit date for Generali, the development of 


the Company after this date was also taken into consideration. The present Generali Le-


bensversicherung AG results from a change of name of Thuringia Generali Lebensversi-


cherung AG in 2004. A merger of the companies Thuringia Versicherungs-AG (1831) and 


Generali Lloyd Versicherung AG (1998) took place in 2003. Thuringia Versicherungs-AG 


transferred its life insurance business as part of an asset swap in 1921 to Berliner Lebens-


versicherungs-Gesellschaft. In exchange, Thuringia took over the accident and non-life in-


surance business of Berliner Lebensversicherungs-Gesellschaft. Thuringia Versicherungs-


AG can therefore be excluded from the list of relevant life insurance companies, as it is not 


a “Relevant Company” within the meaning of ICHEIC Standard ONE. 


25. Generali Lloyd Lebensversicherung AG originates essentially from the merger in 1998 of 


the Deutscher Lloyd Lebensversicherung AG and the Generali Münchener Lebensversiche-


rung AG.  Deutscher Lloyd Lebensversicherung AG was founded in 1924 as Hamburg Leip-


zig Lebensversicherungsbank AG, the name of which was changed several times. The suc-


cessor companies of Hamburg Leipzig were active in issuing life insurance policies during 


the relevant period and are therefore to be regarded as Relevant Companies. 


26. Generali Münchener Lebensversicherung AG originates essentially from the merger in 1994 


between a former general agent of Assicurazioni Generali, (Allgemeine Assekuranz), Trieste 


and Münchener Lebensversicherungs-AG, taken over as part of a business swap with Ri-


unione Adriatica di Sicurità. Both parties to the merger were active in issuing life insurance 


policies during the Relevant Period and are therefore to be regarded as Relevant Compa-


nies. 


27. In 1929, the Münchener Lebensversicherungsbank AG (1922-1932) acquired Ecclesia 


Pfarrerversicherung Lebensversicherungsverein. In 1932, Münchener Lebensversicherung 


acquired Vorsorge Versicherungs-AG and operated from 1934 under the name Münchener 


Lebensversicherungsbank und Vorsorge-Versicherung AG. 


28. Deutscher Lloyd Lebensversicherung AG (1937-1998) acquired Dialog Lebensversicherung 


AG, a company founded in 1972, in 1977. AMB-Holding now owns 100% of Dialog, 
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which still manages its own policies. Dialog, because of the above, does not qualify as a 


Relevant Company.  


29. All "Relevant Companies" were identified correctly by GLI and are shown in the corporate 


family tree. 


2.4.4 Investigation of the area in which business was conducted 


30. The Company states that it and its predecessor companies only conducted business in the 


area of the German Reich within the borders existing at December 31, 1937, and in Dan-


zig, Memelland and Saarland.  


31. Our sources show that none of the predecessor companies operated in areas outside the 


above-mentioned areas in the Relevant Period. 


2.4.5 Result 


32. Our audit has not revealed any issues which give reason to believe that the Company is 


not in compliance with ICHEIC Audit Standard ONE.  
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2.5 Standard TWO 


33. ICHEIC Audit Standard TWO requires an identification of all archives that contain or could 


contain "Relevant Records".  


2.5.1 Work performed by GLI 


34. The life insurance business of GLI is managed and organized at present by the head office 


in Sonnenstrasse 31 in Munich as well as at the branch office in Oeder Weg 151 in Frank-


furt am Main. The group maintains a network of regional and branch offices that support 


the selling and marketing activities of the Generali Versicherungs group. GLI itself does not 


have any branch or regional offices of its own. Life insurance policies are sold through em-


ployees of the non-life insurance company, Generali Versicherung AG. The processing and 


filing of the life insurance business is carried out centrally in Munich and Frankfurt. 


35. In order to identify all archives that contain or could contain “Relevant Records”, the 


Company questioned employees and carried out inspections of rooms in Frankfurt and Mu-


nich. The identified "Relevant Records" were then collected together in Frankfurt in se-


cured archives. GLI prepared plans of the archives, which contain detailed information on 


location and contents of the stored documents.  


36. GLI also conducted an investigation in cooperation with all branch offices of Generali 


Versicherung AG in Germany, by means of written enquiries, in order to also identify fur-


ther possible archives with these companies or to obtain further information that could be 


of significance for the work on compliance with the requirements of the Audit Standards. 


37. The Company identified the following "Relevant Archive Sites": 


a.) Special archives within the archives "life insurance" in the basement: Records of 


the former Münchener Lebensversicherung AG and Deutscher Lloyd Lebensversi-


cherung AG as well as documents concerning rejected claims.  


b.) Historical archives, room 7.2.08: Records on top-down analysis, original policies 


and subscription policies which were mediated and managed by a magazine pub-


lisher that also acted as a broker for the subscription policies. 
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c.) Room 7.2.07: Files on named claims and unnamed claims found on the database, 


customer logbooks with entries by GLI, as well as correspondence on documents 


concerning old contracts and copies of original policies from the historical archives. 


d.) Trieste Archives: in addition, "Relevant Archives Sites" are to be found with Gener-


ali in Trieste. 


2.5.2 Audit by PwC 


38. PwC checked the completeness and correctness of the results of the work performed by 


GLI for compliance with Standard TWO. For this purpose, PwC inspected the archives 


identified by the Company and by means of inspections and samples compared the con-


tents with the plans of the archives. In carrying out this work, we checked whether only 


those archives contain "Relevant Records" that were identified by the Company as "Rele-


vant Archive Sites". 


39. In addition, inspections of the premises were carried out in Munich and Frankfurt to rule 


out the existence of further “Relevant Archive Sites". PwC went to 6 of the 47 German 


regional and branch offices of the non-life insurance company Generali Versicherung AG 


and checked the archives for the existence of Relevant Records. 


40. To audit the work of GLI, PwC applied mathematical-statistical sampling procedures to 


selected "Non-relevant Archive Sites" in Frankfurt and to both main archives in Munich. As 


a result, the statement of GLI that the "Non-relevant Archive Sites" do not contain "Rele-


vant Records" may be regarded as reasonable. In the process, a total of 1,040 samples 


were selected, in which no "Relevant Records" were found in "Non-relevant Archive 


Sites". 


  
Sample size: 4x260 units 
Errors found: 0. 


  


41. Archives where the data stocks were not suitable for sampling were checked by detailed 


inspections and descriptions of records on the part of PwC as to whether they were in fact 


"Non-relevant Archive Sites”. No "Relevant Records" were found in these archives. 


42. A check of "Relevant Archive Sites" in Trieste was carried out by PwC Italy in the context 


of the audit of Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. They have found no indications that the 
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"Relevant Archive Sites" were not completely identified and recorded by Assicurazioni 


Generali. 


43. No “Relevant Archive Sites” apart from those already identified by GLI were identified by 


PwC. The archive descriptions prepared by the Company present a fair description of the 


contents. 


2.5.3 Additional Procedures 


44. After our testing of "Non Relevant Archive Sites" the Peer Auditor PKF discovered records 


with a start date before 1946 of a former company of GLI, the Münchener Lebensversi-


cherung AG, in a non-relevant Archive Site we had already tested. GLI checked the records 


of Münchener Leben, altogether around 20,000, identified 36 records with a start date 


before 1946 and archived these records in a "Relevant Archive Site" in Frankfurt. Seven of 


the records have no payments post 1946. GLI stated that the policy-numbering system of 


Münchener Lebensversicherung AG is in accordance with the start date of the records. 


Because of this it was possible to identify all "Relevant Records". PwC subsequently 


tested 100 items to verify whether the explanation for this special subset was plausible. 


As result of this testing we did not find any further records with a start date before 1946. 


GLI's explanation that the policy numbering system is in accordance with the stare date of 


the records is plausible. 


2.5.4 Result 


45. Our audit has not revealed any issues which give reason to believe that the Company is 


not in compliance with ICHEIC Audit Standard TWO. 
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2.6 Standard THREE 


46. ICHEIC Audit Standard THREE requires the identification and securing of all “Relevant 


Records". 


2.6.1 Work performed by GLI 


47. On the basis of the plans of the archives, which were prepared under Standard TWO, the 


Company initially identified all records from the relevant period in the "Relevant Archive 


Sites". These records were examined, classified as to origin and type of record, docu-


mented and collected together in Frankfurt. 


48. In aggregate, the following stocks of "Relevant Records" were secured in Frankfurt. The 


numbering used here also applies to descriptions in Standard FOUR. 


 


No. Description Location Quantity 
 A1 Records related to contracts of Deutscher 


Lloyd 
Special ar-
chives 


approx. 800 file cards 


A2 Records related to contracts of Münchener 
Leben 


Special ar-
chives 


113 files 


A3 Correspondence related to contracts, cop-
ies of original policies from the historical 
archives and the office of the board of di-
rectors 


Special ar-
chives 


7 box files with approx. 
200 files 


A4 Customer logbooks with old contracts of 
GLI  


Room 7207  5 customer logbooks 
with information on 
approx. 4,600 con-
tracts 


 


49. The documentation of Generali, used for the top-down analysis approach, such as old 


financial statement reports, annual reports and corporate correspondence, is stored in the 


"Relevant Archive Site" and the historical archives in Frankfurt, in secured and locked cabi-


nets. 


50. In addition to the "Relevant Records" in Frankfurt, there are records concerning the 


contracts of GLI to be found in Trieste as follows: 
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No. Description Location 
A5 Copies of insurance certificates referring to 


contracts that started before 1946  
Trieste 


A6 Stati Fine (register of policies) without infor-
mation on names 


Trieste 


 


51. Contract data in electronic form were made available to GLI via the parent company in 


Trieste, and are referred to in the following as the "Berlin Archives". This information re-


lates to Deutscher Lloyd and Münchener Leben. The original source of the data could not 


be conclusively identified. Apart from the electronic information, no other records are 


available to the Company. The data were included in their entirety in the database of GLI in 


Frankfurt: 


 


No. Description Location Quantity 
A7 Data from "Berlin Archives" re  


Münchener Leben 
Data from "Berlin Archives" re  
Deutscher Lloyd 


Special    
archives 


26 entries on file 
 
66 entries on file 


  


52. There are also 9 contracts concerning collective insurance policies that started before 


1946.  


 


No. Description Location Quantity 
A8 Contracts re collective insurance policies 


having regular pension payments after 1945 
Frankfurt,  
Special    
archives 


9 contracts 
 


 


 


53. In 1999, the Company issued a ban on removal and destruction of records for the period 


1933-1945. This ban on removal and destruction was extended by the board of directors 


in July 2000 to the period 1920 to 1945 inclusive. 


54. The Company has established that old files were regularly destroyed, after expiry of the 


legal retention periods, before a removals and destruction ban on the part of the board of 
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directors for ”Relevant Records” had been declared. The last destruction of files, based on 


information received, took place in 1994. This results in a situation that records in Frank-


furt for the predecessor companies of GLI, particularly Münchener Lebensversicherung AG 


and Deutscher Lloyd Lebensversicherung AG, which relate to the time before 1946, are 


only available to a limited extent. There are no documents any longer available in Munich 


from the relevant period.  


55. A further portion of insurance records was destroyed during the war. This emerges from a 


report of the board of directors of Münchener Leben from 1949 and from the annual report 


for 1948 of Deutscher Lloyd. In both documents, the loss of the contract documentation is 


referred to. 


2.6.2 Audit by PwC 


56. PwC examined all 9 contracts of the collective insurance policies (no. A8) and noted that, 


for all of them, regular pension payments had been made after 1946. They therefore do 


not belong to the category of "Relevant Records" within the meaning of Standard THREE. 


57. PwC Germany submitted copies of original policies that do not relate to the German 


portfolios of GLI to PwC Italy to check the corresponding database in Trieste. 


58. Four original policies from the relevant period were to be found in an office of the board of 


directors. These policies were copied by GLI and stored in the "Relevant Archive Site" in 


the cellar. They were also included in the database. The files are contained within dataset 


A3. 


59. PwC also checked, by means of inspection, the measures implemented by GLI to secure 


the records from the relevant period. All "Relevant Records" are kept in locked rooms and 


cabinets. Access is only possible for a restricted number of authorized employees. 


60. Additionally, we carried out a plausibility review of the number of "Relevant Records" and 


of the records themselves. 
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61. The secure retention of the records stored in Trieste was checked by PwC Italy in the 


context of the audit of Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. and by a spot visit by PwC Germany. 


2.6.3 Result 


62. The independent audit of PwC has not identified any issues which give reason to believe 


that the Company is not in compliance with ICHEIC Audit Standard THREE. 
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2.7 Standard FOUR 


63. ICHEIC Audit Standard FOUR requires the setting up of manual and/or electronic databases 


containing information relating to insurance contracts from the period between 1920 and 


1945 inclusive, for the purpose of processing authorized claims of holocaust victims. 


64. Insofar as they are available, the name (first name, family name and, where applicable, 


maiden name), the date of birth and the insurance number have to be included as a mini-


mum in this database. 


2.7.1 Work performed by GLI 


65. The Company has created a central electronic database that is made up of several 


electronic index tables. These are divided into three categories: 


1.) Indexed tables, prepared by Assicurazioni Generali, Trieste, referenced to the “Rele-


vant Records” stored in Trieste. 


2.) Indexed tables, prepared by Generali Lebensversicherung AG, Frankfurt, referenced 


to the “Relevant Records” stored in Frankfurt. 


3.) Indexed tables of the so-called "Berlin Archives". 


66. All relevant index tables have been combined into a database. There exists no database 


that is not electronically maintained. The search procedure, therefore, always includes 


electronically recorded information. 
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67. The information of the "Relevant Records" are stored in various tables. The numbering is 


the same as the numbering used in Standard THREE:  


 


No. Table  Description Data re-
cords  


A1 KLLOYD Index cards Deutscher Lloyd 
(without date of birth) 


788 


A2 ML Contracts Münchener Leben 126 
A3 BOX FILES Correspondence re old contracts 207 
A4 - 5 customer logbooks 4,600 
A5 POL_DTOT Water copies of original policies in Tri-


este 
14,646 


A6 STF_DTOT Stati Fine (register of policies).  
Contain only insurance numbers  


76,329 
(with ref-
erence to 


9,953 
contracts) 


A7 MUENCHEN 
DLLOYD 


"Berlin Archives" Münchener Leben 
"Berlin Archives" Deutscher Lloyd 


26 
66 


 


68. As some contracts result in several data records, the number of data records contained in 


the database does not correspond to, but rather exceeds the actual number of policies con-


tained in the database. 


69. The customer logbooks listed under dataset A4 have not been included into the database 


directly. All the contracts in the customer logbooks relating to the German portfolios exist 


also in Trieste and are therefore contained in the database via the Trieste portfolios. It was 


noted that a few entries appear in the customer logbooks only under the married name, 


while these are included in the database under the maiden name. 


70. In addition, the following, further tables are available for the search. Our investigation 


revealed that this table is part of the table POL_DTOT (no. 5). 
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Table  Description Data     
records  


ANA_DTOT Records from Trieste  
(*) Without details of an insurance number  


8,689 


POL_D37 Portfolios book 1937 3,798 
POL_D38 Portfolios book 1938 4,106 


 


71. In addition, a table was included in the search procedures, which has been prepared in 


Trieste on the basis of correspondence related to redeemed contracts (worldwide) and has 


been sent to Frankfurt.  


 


Table  Description Data    
records  


D_QUIET Payments recorded in Trieste re insur-
ance contracts (Europe-wide) 


3,885 
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2.7.2 Audit by PwC 


72. PwC carried out the following audit steps to check the statements in the management 


report and compliance with the requirements of ICHEIC Standard FOUR: 


• Audit of the consistency of the contents of the tables set out in paragraph 69, through 


database inquiries 


• Audit of the integrity of the electronic data 


• Audit of the complete and correct input of the relevant records into the database, by 


means of statistical sampling or complete inspection and interviews. 


73. A summary of the tests carried out is given in the following text. Errors were regarded as 


occurring if "Relevant Records" were not included in the database (error 1) or could not be 


found in the database due to errors during input (error 2). 


 


No. Location Description Company Sample size Errors (1) Errors (2) 


A1 Special 
archives 


Index cards of 
policies 


Deutscher  
Lloyd 260 0 0 


A2 Special 
archives Policies Münchener  


Leben 126 1 1 


A3 Special 
archives 


Correspondence, 
policies All 207 40 3 


A4 7207 
Portfolio regis-
ters/customer log-
books 


Assicurazioni 
Generali 260 0 0 


A5/6 Trieste Copies of policies Assicurazioni 
Generali 260 0 0 
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2.7.3 Databases from Trieste 


74. The transfer of data related to datasets A5 (copy of policies) and A6 (portfolio books/Stati 


Fine) was carried out by Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A., Trieste. In addition to a statistical 


test covering all countries whose records are maintained in Trieste, a statistical sample 


was performed specifically on the German records. One item in Dataset A5/6 was found to 


be related to an insurance number for which no name was contained in the documents, 


thus precluding the entry of a name in the data records. 


75. The proper identification of information, which relates to the German Company was 


checked by PwC Italy in the context of its work at Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. 


76. The reconciliation of the content of the data between the tables mentioned above 


(paragraph 69) and the data described in no. 5 was confirmed. 


77. The tables are write-protected. The electronic data sets of the central table POL_DTOT in 


Trieste have not been amended since the transfer to Generali Germany and the relevant 


date of our audit. 


2.7.4 Databases in Frankfurt 


78. The audit of the complete and proper takeover of data in the database was carried out by 


means of a statistical SPR test for the portfolios of Deutscher Lloyd and two full checks of 


the portfolios of Münchener Leben and the historical archives. 


79. An audit of the complete and accurate transfer of the data in the two Berlin archives could 


not be carried out, as no original documents are available to the Company. The records 


consist solely of electronic data. 


80. In the case of numbers A2 and A3, due to the limited number of records, PwC checked the 


complete portfolios. The errors (1) and (2) that were discovered during our tests were cor-


rected by the Company. The corrected data were again checked by PwC. No further errors, 


which could lead to an incorrect identification of a name, were discovered after the second 


test. 


81. The five registers in dataset A4 were not included in a separate table at the time of our 


audit. According to the Company, these books are already covered by the recording of the 
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documents in Trieste. A sample of 260 tested by PwC showed that all sample elements 


were traceable in the database through the contract number. Differences did arise, how-


ever, between certain names in the registers and the corresponding names in the database. 


Despite these problems, the insured party can be identified, due to a new search process 


(see Standard FIVE). In two cases, however, only the married name was indicated in the 


policy records. Provided that the claimant knows the date of birth or the maiden name of 


the relevant person, these persons also can be easily identified in the database.  


82. The database tables prepared in Frankfurt are also write-protected. 


2.7.5 Result 


83. The independent audit of PwC has not identified any issues which give reason to believe 


that the Company is not in compliance with ICHEIC Audit Standard FOUR. 
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2.8 Standard FIVE 


84. ICHEIC Audit Standard FIVE requires the setting up of a fair and efficient processing 


method for investigating and checking incoming claims from holocaust victims. 


2.8.1 Work performed by GLI 


85. GLI has prepared a "workflow chart" for claims procedures for the time before the 


intervention of the GDV (Gesamtverband der deutschen Versicherungswirtschaft/General 


Association of German Insurers) and a "workflow chart" for the time after the intervention 


of the GDV. GLI also distinguishes in its "workflow chart" between named and unnamed 


claims. In the treatment of incoming claims, GLI does not make a significant distinction, 


independently from "the workflow chart", between the time before and the time after the 


agreement reached with the GDV on October 16, 2002. 


86. At the start of the claims process, GLI received copies of the claim applications directly 


from the ICHEIC, initially on paper, later by diskette and e-mail. Receipt of incoming e-mail 


was confirmed to ICHEIC.  


87. The claims received electronically from ICHEIC were passed on by Generali Deutschland to 


Trieste, where comparisons with the database in Trieste were carried out. The ICHEIC was 


informed by GLI of the search results and the complete application form was requested. 


The e-mail replies from Trieste, with the lists of claims not traced and those found, are 


saved at GLI electronically. 


88. Since approximately December 2002, claims from the GDV are made available to GLI via 


Extranet. The database investigation is carried out in Frankfurt, from where the GDV is 


informed concerning the result, also via Extranet. 


89. Where GLI receives a claim directly from a claimant, he/she is referred to the ICHEIC. After 


the deadline of December 31, 2003 for lodging claims with the ICHEIC expired, such 


claims are dealt with analogous to the procedures of ICHEIC claims. 


90. In the case of named claims and of unnamed claims found in the database, the complete 


application documentation of the claimant is requested together with, if necessary, the 


documentation on the corresponding claim in Trieste.  
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91. GLI always searches for all names and dates of birth provided in the claim, particularly 


those of the policy holder, the insured person, the beneficiary and/or the claimant. Should 


other names and various spellings be provided, a search is made for these as well. A 


search is made in the electronic database of GLI, in which the data relating to "Relevant 


Records" in Frankfurt is stored as well as the data relating to the "Relevant Records” in 


Trieste that concern Germany. As no further databases of GLI exist, the search is thus 


conclusive and complete. 


92. Where, in addition to the names stated in the claims, the date of birth, the place of birth 


and/or the place of residence can be given or an insurance certificate number or further 


details supporting the course of the investigation can be derived from the claim, this infor-


mation is included in the investigation.  


93. The following summary shows the timeline of the claims handling process as it was 


practised: 


 


 Sept. 00 
Sept. 01 


Sept. 01 
Feb.02 


Feb.02 
Dec.02 


Since 
Dec.02 


Application re ICHEIC GDV and 
ICHEIC 


Medium On paper Diskette E-mail Extranet 


Search via Frankfurt Trieste Frankfurt  
 


Documentation Special archives 
files 


Special archives files Tables GDV.dbf 


Negative       
response 


Response on    
paper  


Excel Lists Extranet 


 


94. In order to correct mistakes in the data input and in the spelling contained in the claim re 


the person sought, the Company has introduced a new search process. This is based on a 


"Soundex" search function which guarantees not only that the sought-after name itself but 


also names sounding similar are found by the search program, independent of the spelling. 


In the search for the name Schmidt, for example, the names Schmid, Schmitz, Schmied or 


Smith, among others, are also shown. 
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95. After carrying out an automatic database inquiry, the successful data are audited manually 


on the part of Generali by two trained employees according to a defined process. In case 


of doubt, the person responsible for the process in Germany becomes involved. Where a 


match is suspected, the paper documentation is requested from the GDV. 


96. Generali Deutschland has committed itself, to check all "old" claims received from GDV 


once more using the new search/query program. This should ensure that "valid" claims 


that may have been previously rejected due to problems with spelling, are identified. 
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2.8.2 Audit trail 


97. GLI has created a file relating to the investigation, including a register of claims processed, 


of named claims and unnamed claims found in the database. The register has been main-


tained from the time that claims have been submitted via the GDV, and contains the fol-


lowing information:  


• ICHEIC number and name of the claimant,  


• information on the company concerned,  


• name and date of birth of policy holder and insured person as well as policy number, 
sum insured and amount of compensation,  


• information on rejection or offer to claimant,  


• information on the dates of correspondence with the claimant, GDV, ICHEIC and the 
foundation. 


98. For unnamed claims that have not been found in the database and have not been 


submitted electronically by the GDV, the paper application and a processing form contain-


ing information on the claimant and the claim number is kept at the "Relevant Archive 


Site" special archives. A list of all claims to be found in these archives has been prepared 


and is updated as required. Unnamed claims submitted by the GDV that have not been 


traced are saved electronically in a file, noting the dates of receipt and processing. 


2.8.3 Audit by PwC 


99. As of May 6, 2004, no detailed written procedural instructions existed to describe how the 


claims’ search within the database should be carried out. GLI issued a detailed procedural 


instruction dated May 12, 2004 for carrying out the checking of unnamed claims. In the 


case of named claims  the original application is always requested. Following the imple-


mentation of the new Soundex search process, the instructions were adapted accordingly. 


100. Due to the large number of incoming claims, the requirement to respond to a claimant 


within 90 days was not achieved in all cases. At the time of our audit, however, Generali 


was meeting the 90 days deadline. 
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101. The audit trail contains, with the accompanying files to the claims, a very extensive and 


detailed documentation of the claims. In some individual cases however, the reason for 


rejection was not clearly documented. Our audit, however, did not contain any cases 


where a rejection was not comprehensibly documented. Based on information received, 


Generali will in future take more care that the documentation is easier to comprehend. For 


this purpose, a processing form within the file was created for every named claim and 


every traced unnamed claim, giving detailed information concerning the claim and its 


status. 


102. During the period in which GLI received claims from the ICHEIC in the form of a file on a 


diskette or e-mail, these could not be opened and were therefore passed on to Trieste for 


investigation. The investigation of the claims was then carried out in Trieste. Generali Tri-


este reported the matched claims and the claims not found to Frankfurt via an Excel listing. 


All data files from Trieste are stored at GLI. It was overlooked by GLI that the unnamed 


claims were not compared to the database kept only in Frankfurt, which contains the data 


of Münchener Leben and Deutscher Lloyd. However, due to the fact that the outstanding 


unnamed claims have been re-sent by the GDV, these claims are being investigated by a 


search in the portfolios of Münchener Leben and Deutscher Lloyd. 


103. At the time of our audit, the records included in dataset A3 (correspondence re old 


contracts) were not being used for the search process. These were included in the data-


base during the course of our audit. 


104. Initially, the Company used manual procedures to search for unnamed claims. Because the 


databases from Trieste included spelling mistakes and the fact that names submitted by 


claimants can often be spelt in several different ways, the manual search process was 


seen as too restrictive. On the basis of our recommendation GLI developed a new "Soun-


dex" search procedure, which removed the existing weaknesses mentioned above and will 


repeat the search process for all claims using it. 


105. In order to check the correctness of the search in the time before the concluding of the 


agreement with the GDV, 260 rejected claims were checked by PwC by means of SPR 


sampling methods to determine whether these were not contained in the database and that 


the rejections were therefore correct. Where the claim was contained in the database and 


the claim was wrongly rejected, this was defined in the SPR test as an error. The results of 


the test were as follows: 


Sample Size: 260 units 
Errors found: 0 
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106. To check the new search method, the search inquiries and the interface with the database 


were examined and checked by means of a code review as to their completeness and cor-


rectness.  


107. In addition, 260 claims rejected due to the new search procedure were checked via an SPR 


test as to whether they were indeed not contained in the database and the responses to 


the GDV of "no match found" or "the concluding of a contract not evidenced" were cor-


rect. The results of the test were as follows: 


Sample Size: 260 units 
Errors found: 0 


  


108. In order to check the correct processing of the claims and, where applicable, the calcula-


tion of the amounts due under the claims pursuant to the "Agreement Concerning Holo-


caust Era Insurance Claims" of the ICHEIC dated October 16, 2002, PwC conducted an in-


depth assessment and examination of selected claims. 


109. In all cases, the calculation of the claims was carried out in accordance with the "Agree-


ment Concerning Holocaust Era Insurance Claims" of the ICHEIC dated October 16, 2002. 


PwC did find one instance, however, in which an arithmetical error to the claimant’s disad-


vantage had occurred in the calculation of the claim. PwC informed the Company of this 


mistake, and the claim was recalculated. 


2.8.4 Result 


110. In order to comply with Standard FIVE, GLI has committed itself in writing to check once 


more all claims received from GDV against the database. Subject to GLI repeating the 


search process correctly, we conclude that the Company is essentially in compliance with 


ICHEIC Standard FIVE. 
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2.9 Unlimited and unhindered access  


111. The ICHEIC Guidelines dated June 29, 2000, which regulate the extended Peer Review 


Process, require that PwC, as independent auditor, submit a statement as to whether the 


Company has allowed unlimited and unhindered access to all "Relevant Records", as re-


quired by the "MoU". 


112. We confirm that, during our audit, we were granted unhindered access to the premises and 


records of the Company and that information was readily provided. 


113. As a result of the audit, we are of the opinion that we have been informed by GLI of all 


archives and documents investigated by the Company and which could have possible rele-


vance for the procedural and checking process regarding compliance with the requirements 


of the ICHEIC Standards. 


2.10  Management Report 


114. The work undertaken by Generali Lebensversicherung AG to comply with the ICHEIC Audit 


Standards is summarized in the Management Report of the Company concerning the indi-


vidual Standards. 


115. The information contained in the Management Report of GLI was reviewed by PwC. On the 


basis of these checks and our audit procedures that are set out in this report, we confirm 


that, at the time of the audit date of July 20, 2004, apart from the matters referred to 


above, nothing has come to our attention which causes us to believe that the Management 


Report does not fairly describe the procedures adopted by GLI to comply with the ICHEIC 


Audit Standards or that the Company does not comply with those standards. 


Munich, July 20, 2004 


 


 
Noirin McMahon Nick J. Allen 
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Appendix I: Corporate family tree  


Generali
Lebensversicherung AG


2004 – present


Generali
Lebensversicherung AG


2004 – present


Thuringia Generali
Lebensversicherung AG


2003 – 2004


Thuringia Generali
Lebensversicherung AG


2003 – 2004


Name Change


Generali Lloyd
Lebensversicherung AG


1998 – 2003


Generali Lloyd
Lebensversicherung AG


1998 – 2003


Name Change


Deutscher Lloyd
Lebensversicherung AG


1937 – 1998


Deutscher Lloyd
Lebensversicherung AG


1937 – 1998


Merger
Generali Münchener


Lebensversicherung AG
1994 – 1998


Generali Münchener
Lebensversicherung AG


1994 – 1998


Münchener
Lebensversicherung AG


1966 – 1994


Münchener
Lebensversicherung AG


1966 – 1994


Merger
Generali 


Lebensversicherung AG
1981 – 1994


Generali 
Lebensversicherung AG


1981 – 1994


Assicurazioni Generali 
(Allgem. Assekuranz) 


General Agentur*
1845 – 1981/1982


Assicurazioni Generali 
(Allgem. Assekuranz) 


General Agentur*
1845 – 1981/1982


Incorporation and portfolio take-over
Münchener Lebensver-
sicherungsanstalt AG


1938 – 1966


Münchener Lebensver-
sicherungsanstalt AG


1938 – 1966


Münchener Lebensver-
sicherungsbank AG


1934 – 1938


Münchener Lebensver-
sicherungsbank AG


1934 – 1938


Münchener Lebensver-
sicherungsbank und Vorsorge-


Versicherung AG
1932 – 1934


Münchener Lebensver-
sicherungsbank und Vorsorge-


Versicherung AG
1932 – 1934


Vorsorge 
Versicherung A.G.


1924 – 1932


Vorsorge 
Versicherung A.G.


1924 – 1932


Münchener Lebensver-
sicherungsbank AG


1922 – 1932


Münchener Lebensver-
sicherungsbank AG


1922 – 1932


Name Change


Name Change


Name Change


Merger


Deutscher Lloyd
Lebensversicherungsbank A.-G.


1930 – 1937


Deutscher Lloyd
Lebensversicherungsbank A.-G.


1930 – 1937


Aachen-Leipzig 
Lebensversicherungsbank A.-G.


1928 – 1930


Aachen-Leipzig 
Lebensversicherungsbank A.-G.


1928 – 1930


Hamburg Leipzig 
Lebensversicherungsbank AG


1924 – 1928


Hamburg Leipzig 
Lebensversicherungsbank AG


1924 – 1928


Name Change


Name Change


Name Change


































































































































